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Abstract
This paper is devoted to understand the dynamism surrounding the development of stances and roles played by Islamic
scholars, in the MUI and Islamic organizations such as Nahdhatul Ulama and Muhammadiyah, in the growth of Islamic
economy project in Indonesia. Following the public controversy after campaign by Islamic economy movement in
1980s to establish Islami
in different organizations had diverse views. In the 1990s, the supporters of Islamic economy movement successfully
convinced Islamic scholars in the MUI (and ICMI) to support
role in this development had given MUI and Islamic scholars within it special privileges in the governance of Islamic
economy industry. Together with the growth of the Islamic economy industry after 1998, the attachment of Islamic
scholars, especially within MUI, to the Islamic economy project was also growing stronger. This development 
highlights the fact that the interactions between Islamic economy movement, Islamic scholars, the State and business
scholars.
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1. Introduction
Robert W. Hefner observes that the dynamism surrounding the growth Islamic banking and finance was
due to the fact that, apart from the countries where Islamic finance was implemented as a top-down policy
from the government such as Sudan or Iran, the proponents of Islamic banking and finance have to undergo 
(ulama), the rich and the wealthy (capital), and actors within the state [1]. Similarly, Monzer Kahf points
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out that the growth of Islamic banking and finance in the Arab World was supported by the emergence of 
an alliance between  scholars and the rich and wealthy of the region [2]. 
In Indonesia, Islamic scholars, especially those in the Indonesian Council of Islamic Scholars (MUI, 
Majelis Ulama Indonesia) have been playing an important role in the development of Islamic economy 
project. In 2004, MUI issued fatwa (religious decree) which declared bank interest as prohibited and called 
Muslims to use Islamic banking and financial services (Fatwa MUI No. 1/2004). However, the stance is 
not a given position. If we looked at the stance of MUI to interest in early 1990, the institution still regarded 
that there are different opinions of Islamic scholars on the matter of interest. What were the factors behind 
this change? This paper is devoted to understand the dynamism surrounding the development of the stance 
and the role played by the Islamic scholars, in MUI and other organizations such as NU and 
Muhammadiyah, in the growth of Islamic economy project in Indonesia.  
2. Islamic Economy Movement and Islamic Economy Project: Definitions 
gerakan ekonomi Islam) refers to organized individuals, 
groups or movements which call and struggle for the Islamization of the economic system. Congruent with 
this definition, one leading platform for the Islamic economy movement in Indonesia, Masyarakat Ekonomi 
Syariah (MES, Society for Islamic Economy/ lil Iqtishadi Al Islamiy), proudly declares that the 
Anggaran Dasar Masyarakat Ekonomi Syariah, article 4) and is identifying itself as part of 
a larger entity called the Islamic economy movement (gerakan ekonomi Islam) [3].  
traditions of law and organization provide 
a more just and equitable model for economic growth than do rival systems of Western capitalism and 
 However, it must be noted that there is a debate among Muslims themselves on the 
Therefore, we 
to "all economic activities and related efforts that are established and promoted by Islamic economy 
movement as part of their campaign to Islamize the economy." 
and finance, development of Islamic economics as a disc
[5] and the introduction of zakat (Islamic religious alms) as a redistribution policy in various countries. 
3. Islamic Economy Movement in Indonesia  
In Indonesia, the idea of Islamic economy movement was introduced in late 1970s/early 1980s by its 
pioneers such as A.M. Saefuddin. There was no specific organization to run the agenda of the movement. 
In 1982, A.M. Saefuddin, together with Amin Aziz, Abdillah Thoha, Adi Sasono, and Dawam Raharjo, 
established the Centre for Agribusiness Development (Pusat Pengembangan Agribisnis or PPA). While the 
centre was not designed as an organization specifically focusing on Islamic economy project, the idea and 
agenda of Islamic economy movement were discussed here. It was Amin Aziz of the PPA who led the 
study groups discussing the ideas of Islamic economy movement also sprang independently in universities, 
leading to the organization of the First National Conference of Islamic Economy in Bandung, 1983. After 
the conference, several experiments of Islamic financial institutions were done. In 1984, Bandung Institute 
of Technology students found Baitut-Tamwil Teknosa. 
The campaign by Islamic economy movement pioneers to Islamize the economic system and their 
criticisms towards the existing economic practices such as interest-based banking sparked a controversy in 
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the society. The prestigious Tempo magazine even to
illustrating how the campaign successfully attracted public attention and invited responses from different 
actors within the society.  
 
Picture 1. The Cover of Tempo Magazine No. 20 (XIII), 16 July 198  
4. Early Responses from Islamic Scholars and Muslim Organizations (1980s) 
 Some of the main ideas of Islamic economy movement, particularly its critics towards interest 
banking and its proposal for Islamic banking, were not a foreign discourse among Indonesian Muslim 
organizations. Even before the independence, leaders of two largest Muslim organizations in the 
archipelago, Nahdhatul Ulama and Muhammadiyah, had been debating the permissibility of interest and 
other issues related to economic activities. However, the discussions were not framed in the framework of 
Islamization of the economic system. Therefore, the discussions were better to be understood as 
fiqh 
muamalah. Consequently, those discussions did not resulted in any serious initiatives to realize Islamic 
banks, even when some of their views mentioned the need for non-interest banks. When Islamic economy 
movement started thei
the discussion to public and attract responses from different Muslim organizations. Here, we will discuss 
NU and Muhammadiyah, as the examples. 
4.1. Nahdhatul Ulama  
Nahdhatul Ulama (NU), literally means the Revival of Islamic Scholars, was formed on January 31st, 
1926 as a response towards the growing influence of the modernist Muslim movement spearheaded by 
Muhammadiyah. Traditionally, traditional religious leaders or kyai hold the authority in the society. The 
establishment of Muhammadiyah in 1912 and its modern organization had made Muhammadiyah and its 
modernist idea to be able to quickly gaining influence in the society, threatening the authority of traditional 
religious scholars. Despite their long time presence in the society, these traditional religious scholars were 
y social and 
education initiatives. Finally, in a gathering in Jombang on January 31st, 1926, the traditional religious 
scholars agreed to form an organization in order to be effectively containing the influence of this modernist 
movement. With its large network of pesantren, traditional religious education boarding school, across the 
archipelago, it is the largest Muslim organization in Indonesia with strongholds in rural area, mainly in the 
populous Java Island.  
Only one year after its establishment, NU already discussed various issues related to economic activities 
according to Islamic rules. Due to its characteristics as a network of traditional Islamic scholars, there is no 
single view on almost all issues. To manage the differences and to have a unifi
Islamic scholars affiliated to the organization periodically gather to discuss different issues in the Lajnah 
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, literally means the body for discussing problems. In forum, various issues, 
including those related to economic activities, are discussed. 
 
The permissibility of interest was already discussed in the first  forum in 1927. The 
forum resulted in the acknowledgment that there are three different views regarding the issue of interest. 
The first argued that bank interest is prohibited (haram) in Islam since it matches the definition of riba 
(usury); it is a form of loan in which the lender takes some benefits or returns from the loan. The second 
view regarded interest as permissible (halal), because there was no conditions are attached when the 
transaction occur. The third view said that interest is categorized as syubhat (in doubt) since Islamic scholars 
are having different views on it. While there was no clear decision whether interest is prohibited or not, the 
forum recommended Muslims to be careful, and thus informed that the most careful view is that interest is 
prohibited [6, 7]. The campaign by the pioneers of Islamic economy movement and their attempt to realize 
the concept of Islamic banking starting from early 1980s brought this topic to be a public issue. In 1982, 
 forum in Bandar Lampung once again brought the issue of bank interest and even 
touched upon the issue of Islamic bank. Again, there was no single agreement. As in 1927, there were three 
different views on the issue of interest: the view that interest is usury and thus it is prohibited (haram), the 
view that interest is not usury and thus it is allowed (halal), and the view that it is in doubt (syubhat) because 
of the existence of different views (www.nu.or.id, November 10th, 2003). However, there were also 
differences within the first camp. Within the first camp, which argued that interest is prohibited, there were 
differences between those who argued that interest is prohibited at all situation and those who argued that 
despite its haram status, interest is allowed due to the emergency situation until a bank which operates 
according to Islamic existed [8].  
Despite these differences, the idea of Islamic banking was generally considered positive among NU 
circles in 1980s.  forum recommended 
the establishment of NU-owned Islamic bank which operates without interest [9].  
 
The idea of NU-owned bank was realized, but ironically not as an Islamic bank as recommended by the 
1982  forum. Moreover, the NU- -
asyim 
most of them were supporting the idea of Islamic banking, had put the organization against the 
establishment of Islamic banking. While the scholars within the organization were having different opinions 
personal view influenced the actions taken by the organization. 
When Islamic economy movemen
ICMI, Wahid strongly criticized the initiative. As Adam Schwarz had noted, Wahid criticized the supporters 
 [10]. Wahid saw that the 
initiative, backed by ICMI, was part of the agenda of Political Islam. When Bank Muamalat Indonesia was 
. In 1990, NU and Bank Summa established the NU-Summa Bank. It was a slap 
in the face for Islamic economy movement and ICMI activists because its services were interest-based and 
the Summa bank was owned by the Christian and Chinese Suryajaya family [10]. 
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In 1992, Bank Muamalat Indonesia started to operate effectively following some changes in the Banking 
Law, while NU-
closure of the bank, Wahid blamed President Suharto for directing a conspiracy to destroy the NU-Summa 
initiative [10].  
using the banner of NU did not represent divergent views within NU. As discussed before, NU leaders were 
still having different opinions on bank interest and Islamic banking. Some NU leaders were in the MUI and 
supported the initiative to establish Islamic bank. When Wahid finally became the President of the Republic 
of Indonesia in 1999-2001, he did not disturb the growth of Islamic banking and other Islamic economy 
movement agenda. With the growth of Islamic banking industry and the important role given to Islamic 
scholars in MUI in the governance of the industry, NU is becoming more open and supportive towards 
because it still sees that Islamic scholars are having different opinions (www.nu.or.id, November 10th, 
2003).   
4.2. Muhammadiyah 
Muhammadiyah, literally means the Followers of Muhammad, was found in Yogyakarta on November 
18th, 1912 by the reformist Kyai Haji Ahmad Dahlan. Together with NU, Muhammadiyah is the largest 
Muslim organization in Indonesia, which owns 1132 regular elementary schools, 1769 religious elementary 
schools ( ), 1184 junior high schools, 36 universities, and 70 institutes. Its social 
service institutions, such as PKU (Pembina Kesejahteraan Umat or Public Welfare Foundation) hospitals 
and PAY (Panti Asuhan Yatim, orphanage) could be found in different parts of the archipelago. According 
to Hajriyanto Thohari, the Chief of the Pemuda Muhammadiyah (The Youth of Muhammadiyah) in 1993-
1997, it claims for around 30 million members from almost all parts of Indonesia [11]. 
Within its organization structure, Muhammadiyah has the Majelis Tarjih as the authority to discuss 
discussion are published as the official view of Muhammadiyah regarding the issue. On the issue related to 
economic activities, Majelis Tarjih had discussed the topic of banking (in 1968 and 1972), finance (1976), 
and credit cooperatives (1989) [9, 12]. 
The issue of interest, one of the main topics of Islamic economy movement, was discussed in the Majelis 
Tarjih session held in Sidoarjo in 1968. The session agreed that the status of usury (riba) is undoubtedly 
prohibited (haram) and thus banks operating based on riba are unlawful. However, the problem is whether 
bank interest considered as usury or not. Finally, the session concluded that interest given by the 
government-owned banks to their customers or the interest taken by the government owned banks from 
their customers are regarded as mutasyabihat (in doubt) [6, 9].  
The permissibility of interest was also discussed on the discussion on credit cooperatives during the 
Majelis Tarjih session in Malang in 1989. In the session which concluded that credit cooperatives are 
allowed because the additional charge in credit given by credit cooperatives are not considered as usury. 
However, the additional charge (service charge, pembayaran jasa) must not be higher than the inflation 
rate [9]. 
Unlike NU which was composed of religious scholars who have their independent views and thus 
difficult to have a single perspective on a particular matter, Muhammadiyah had more unified view on the 
status of interest. Of course, this does not mean that no different opinion within the organization. One 
authoritarian regime, argued that interest which is taken legally in accordance to government regulation is 
not considered as usury. In the other hand, interest taken illegally by loan sharks is considered as usury and 
thus it is prohibited [7]. However, the existence of a single authority in the organization, the Majelis Tarjih, 
had helped the organization to consolidate its view. Generally, it could be said that Muhammadiyah was 
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more unified in seeing the current banking system as problematic and thus viewed that an Islamic version 
of banking is needed.  
Therefore, when Islamic economy movement started their campaign in 1980s, it was not a surprise that 
modernist Muslims, which were usually affiliated to Muhammadiyah, were among the most enthusiastic 
supporters. The proposal for establishing Islamic banking from the Islamic economy movement resonated 
with the result of Majelis Tarjih in Pekalongan, 1972, which recommended the Majelis Tarjih to formulate 
concept of banking based on Islamic principles. There was no record on how far the Majelis Tarjih had 
formulated the concept of banking based on Islamic principles, but the introduction of a systematic concept 
of Islamic banking and finance in the framework of Islamic economic system by the pioneers of Islamic 
economy movement was of course matched the demand.  
 
5. Securing State Support: MUI and ICMI (1990s) 
The 1990s was seen as an important period for Islamic economy movement. It was in this period that 
Bank Muamalat Indonesia, was established (in 1991). While generally this 
situation could be attributed to the changing stance of President Suharto towards Muslim group since late 
1980s due to some political developments, Islamic economy movement was able to exploit this opportunity 
effectively by using two important vehicles: Majelis Ulama Indonesia (MUI, Indonesian Council of Islamic 
Scholars) and Ikatan Cendikiawan Muslim Indonesia (ICMI, Indonesian Association for Muslim 
Intellectuals). In 1990s, both organizations were rising as important representations of Muslim groups in 
their relationship with the state. This is understandable since both organizations were enjoying the 
patronage of the regime.  
This corporatist body was applied to give religious decrees (fatwa
(e.g.: fatwa justifying state sponsored sports gambling or support for contraception). Muslim organizations 
such as NU, Muhammadiyah and Persis for many times had themselves opposing this state-sponsored 
[13, 14]. In late of 1980s, the situation changed. Rather than an instrument of the state 
to influence and control Muslim population, it was transformed into a canal of aspiration for Muslim groups 
to influence government policies. However, it still enjoyed a special connection with the state, as evident 
in the continuing financial support from the government to the council.  
With the establishment of Forum Komunikasi Pembangunan Indonesia (FKPI, Communication Forum 
for the Development of Indonesia) Cibogo meeting on May 1986, Islamic economy movement activists 
were able to gain influence in MUI (Majelis Ulama Indonesia, Indonesian Council of Islamic Scholars), 
which sponsored the meeting. In 1989, Amin Aziz, one of the leading pioneers of Islamic economy 
movement, was already acted as one of the secretaries of MUI. In FKPI discussions, the idea of establishing 
ssful to bring 
MUI to organize discussion and then workshop to discuss interest and banking in Islamic perspective (18-
20 August 1990), which eventually led to the establishment of Bank Muamalat Indonesia in 1991. 
ICMI was a powerful actor in Indonesian politics in 1990s. A heterogonous organization consisted of 
critical Muslim 
patronage since its establishment in December 1990. Its first meeting and declaration in December 1990 
was symbolically opened by the President. Previously, when Habibie, the Minister of Research and 
Technology and the most trusted aide of Suharto at the time, consulted the President about the proposal to 
establish the association and his leadership role in it, the President demonstrated his blessing [15]. After its 
Golongan 
Karya 
influence, even though a little bit exaggerated, a popular anecdote in the 1990s went by saying that ICMI 
Ikatan Calon Menteri Indonesia  
Through MUI and ICMI, the Islamic economy movement had access to Suharto. The connection 
between Habibie and the President, the highest authority in New Order Indonesia, was smartly used. They 
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Habibie, whom later proposed the idea personally to the President [16]. They also tried the Minister of 
Religion, Munawir Sadzali, who turned down the proposal before knowing that Suharto was supportive of 
it. Confident that their goal would be realized, Amin Aziz succesfully convinced Habibie to put in place 
teams to prepare for the establishment the Islamic bank. Habibie asked Rachmat Saleh, a former Governor 
-1983) and former Minister of Trade (1983 to 1988), to be the leader of 
the first team, which dealt with the institutional issues. Amin Aziz himself was asked by Habibie to lead 
the second team, responsible for the fund-raising [16]. 
ic 
bank was established on November 1st, 1991 using the name of Bank Muamalat Indonesia (BMI). 
Furthermore, Suharto himself led the fund raising event for the Islamic bank.  
Bank Islam Indonesia, Bank Amal Islam Indonesia, Bank Muamalat Ummat Islam Indonesia, and Bank 
Muamalat Islam Indonesia. Finally, the proposed name, picked by A.M. Saefuddin, was Bank Muamalat 
bank syariah
 
special team to assist in the establishment of the Islamic bank and even asked several parties to help. The 
team was led by Subarjo Joyosumarto and included Siti Fajriyah, Ramzi A. Zuhdi 
Most of the team had no experience of Islamic banking, and thus started to learn from zero. This 
unfamiliarity did not stop them, even though some colleagues in the Central Bank often joked to them that 
the Bank 
Indonesia also instructed Robby Johan (Director of Bank Niaga) to help establish the Bank Muamalat, 
which then sent Interview with Aries Muftie 
on September 12th, 2011]. 
On March 25th, 1992 the Law No. 7/1992 on Banking was issued. The new law briefly mentioned about 
the permissibility of bank to provide services based on the principles of profit-sharing, on article 6 point 
(m), providing a legal basis for the operation of the BMI. Two months later, on May 1992, the BMI started 
to operate. The first managing director (Direktur Utama) was Zainulbahar Noor. On October 30th, 1992 the 
government issued Government Regulation No. 72/1992 on Profit-sharing Based Bank (Peraturan 
Pemerintah No. 72/1992 tentang Bank dengan Berdasarkan Prinsip Bagi Hasil). The BI supported this 
development by issuing the operational guidance for Profit-sharing-based Banks with the BI Gover
Letter No.25/4/BPPP on February 29th, 1993. Furthermore, the BI team sent personnel to Singapore, 
London, New York and Iran to learn about the practices of Islamic banking and finance [Interview with 
Syariah Bank Indonesia), August 15th, 2011]. 
Many initiatives were launched in this period. Many of these initiatives were conducted as MUI or ICMI 
programs. Discussions and experiments by Islamic economy movement activists also resulted in the 
baitul maal wat tamwil Balai Usaha 
Mandiri Terpadu or One-stop Independent Enterprises Center), combining non-profit social institutions 
(religious fund manager) and profit-oriented intermediary institutions. The BMT was quickly becoming an 
alternative source of funding for grassroots micro and small enterprises, which lacked access to banks and 
too often became the victims of loan sharks. Due to the absence of a legal framework, these BMTs were 
[Interview with Aries Muftie, September 12th, 2011] (also 
confirmed in Sakai: 2008, 267-285) [18]. In 1994, ICMI sponsored the establishment of 85 BMTs in Aceh 
and Lampung provinces [19]. At the same year, Dompet Dhuafa zakat 
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management institution with an affiliation to Republika Daily, an ICMI-affiliated newspaper, launched the 
 
The important roles of ICMI and MUI had given the two organizations special place in the Islamic 
economy project, as seen in the special share owned by MUI and ICMI in the ownership of BMI. 
Furthermore, their roles as the connectors of the movement have given both organizations, and Islamic 
scholars within the organizations, special authorities in the governance of the Islamic economy industry. 
For example, the government granted powerful authority to the MUI by obliging all profit-sharing based 
banks to be overseen by Dewan Pengawas Syariah 
According to Government Regulation No. 72/1992 on Profit-sharing Based Bank, DPS was to be elected 
by the respected banks, but usually merely after the banks consulted the MUI. 
6. After Suharto: Growing Industry, Stronger Attachment (1998-2000s) 
Together with the growth of the Islamic economy industry after 1998, the role of Islamic scholars, 
especially MUI, was also growing. For Islamic economy movement activists, state bureaucrats and business 
actors, the MUI was seen as the representatives of Islamic scholars who have the knowledge on the religious 
matter. Moreover, the historical role of MUI in the establishment of In  made 
its prominence in the governance of Islamic economy industry is unquestionable. 
In 1999, Dewan Syariah Nasional Majelis Ulama Indonesia 
-MUI), was born with the MUI Decision No. Kp. 754/MUI/II/1999 
[6]. While DSN-MUI itself is not a state institution and thus have no legal power, but BI accepted it as 
important authority in the governance of Islamic banking and finance. Based on those fatwa, BI issued the 
BI regulations which are legally binding. From 2000 until 2010, DSN MUI has already issued 78 fatwa 
related to the Islamic economy industry. 
The process of an issuance of fatwa is started when an institution, usually Islamic banks or other business 
institutions, formally submit a request for a fatwa to DSN-MUI, usually about the permissibility of a 
particular business practice. Following the request, DSN-MUI then will conduct meetings and discussions 
to discuss the matter. All costs for the discussion process to issue fatwa are bear by the institution that has 
requested the fatwa. From this process, we can understand that the Islamic economy project has given 
important power for the MUI by placing it as the highest authority to issue fatwa regarding the operations 
of Islamic economy industry. 
On January 24th, 2004, MUI formally issued a fatwa on the prohibition of interest, Fatwa MUI No. 
strongly declared that the current practices of interest are clearly matched with the definition of usury (riba) 
which is prohibited in Islam. Thus, individuals and institutions, including banks and other financial 
institutions were not permitted to take interest and operate based on the principles of interest. Furthermore, 
the fatwa also urged Muslims to use the service of Islamic banking and financial institutions if these 
institutions are available at their region. However, if there was no Islamic bank or Islamic financial 
institutions in their region, Muslims are allowed to use the conventional bank or financial services based 
on the principle of emergency (hajat/dharurat) [Keputusan Fatwa Majelis Ulama Indonesia Nomor 1 
Tahun 2004 tentang Bunga ( ), January 24th, 2004]. 
This fatwa was not passed without criticisms. NU, through the chairman of its , 
opinions among Islamic scholars on the permissibilit
Bahsul M  forum to reach a solid consensus on the matter [www.nu.or.id, November 
10th, 2003].  
It should be noted, however, that some scholars in the MUI, including the Chairman of the Fatwa 
Commission who signed the fatwa
less harsh compared to the critics to Islamic banking from Abdurrahman Wahid during his chairmanship in 
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udi mentioned that it is up to MUI to issue the fatwa or not. 
was positively assessed in the official website of the organization. 
On June 27th, 2006, Majelis Tarjih dan Tajdid Muhammadiyah issued similar fatwa. Similar to the MUI 
fatwa, the fatwa by Majelis Tarjih dan Tajdid Muhammadiyah argued that current practices of interest are 
considered as usury and thus they are prohibited. Interestingly, the fatwa also contained an endorsement 
for Islamic economy movement, by calling Muhammadiyah members to advocate and help the realization 
justice, honesty, non-interest sistem ekonomi yang berbasiskan nilai-
nilai syariah antara lain berupa keadilan, kejujuran, bebas bunga, dan memiliki komitmen terhadap 
peningkatan kesejahteraan bersama fatwa, the discussion 
fatwa also warned 
Islamic financial institutions to be really committed to Islamic principles. The fatwa was restated and 
declared as the formal position of Muhammadiyah in the National Conference of the Majelis Tarjih dan 
Tajdid Muhammadiyah in April 2010. 
In 2000s there was no loud and public criticism toward Islamic economy project from major Muslim 
organizations or prominent Muslim scholars in the Indonesian society. This was of course an important 
achievement from the Islamic economy movement, who faced criticisms from various Muslim 
organizations and prominent groups in the 1980s and 1990s. One of the reasons of this situation was the 
growth of the Islamic economy industry itself. However, another reason was not to be undermined: it was 
involving Islamic scholars (in MUI and other Muslim organizations) as important parts of the Islamic 
economy project.  
7. Conclusion 
 
movement and Islamic scholars in Indonesia could be summarized in the following paragraph:  
Following the public controversy after campaign by Islamic economy movement in 1980s to establish 
tion of interest), Islamic scholars in 
different organizations had diverse views. In the 1990s, the supporters of Islamic economy movement 
first Islamic bank, which is essential 
had given MUI and Islamic scholars within it special privileges in the governance of Islamic economy 
industry, as indicated in their special share in the BMI and the obligation of profit-sharing banks to have a 
sharia supervisory body (DPS). Together with the growth of the Islamic economy industry after 1998, the 
attachment of Islamic scholars, especially within MUI, to the Islamic economy project was also growing 
stronger.  
This development highlights present the fact that the interactions between Islamic economy movement, 
process between Islamic economy movemen
the State was fundamental in paving the way for Islamic economy movement to influence decision making 
he other hand, this gave 
them, MUI and ICMI and the Islamic scholars within them, special privileges within the governance of 
Islamic economy project (most visible in the Islamic banking and finance). Later, the growth of the industry 
since late 1990s had strengthened the privileges of Islamic scholars in the governance of Islamic banking 
and finance as indicated in the establishment of DSN. Thus, it is understandable that the support of Islamic 
scholars to Islamic economy project is getting stronger.  
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